
Winter Wonderland! 

By Saturday we had

over 30 cm of a snow 

or a good foot. More

where the drifts formed.

Hi Everyone,
 
Real winter returned to Swan

Lake this week as temperatures

dropped and the ice crept

across the wetlands.
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It was great fun to see

Jack Frost ply his trade

to transform the

sanctuary into a...
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People were out every

day enjoying the

change in the scenery

at the nature sanctuary.

As puddles turned to skating rinks there

was not a waterfowl to be found in the

small back ponds..



Some tracks were

easier to identify than

others like this snow

angel!

Unfortunately the only

ones doing the skating

were the ducks and they

didn’t look too happy.
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One of my favourite

things about the new

fallen snow is the

chance to see all the

animal tracks. Who

made this trail? 

Where did they go?
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Once I got to the lake 

I discovered that all the

ducks and geese had

gone to the open

water.

The Canadian Geese

looked so striking

against the snow.

There were some inter-

esting tracks leading 

from the water, through

the freezing slush into 

the snow,



Or the Hooded

Mergansers who kept

fishing right under the

ice.

that led to a cold, 

lonely looking Mallard.
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However some ducks

were doing just fine like

this pair of American

Widgeons cruising

the shoreline.
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And the Coots seemed

impervious to the cold.

Not everyone was looking so content

though. This poor little female Anna’s

Hummingbird had her feathers all puffed

out to try and protect herself from the

minus 10 degree windchill.



others knew it was

time to take shelter

and...

or scratching out a seed

or two like this Spotted

Towhee.
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While some Great Blue

Herons did poke their

heads up to check out

the wicked winter

weather,
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tuck their heads under

their wings until the sun

comes out again. Which,

by the way, is how they

say most Victorians

handle a winter snow

storm too.

Other wee birds like this

Song Sparrow were

having trouble finding a

place to perch,



Of course as I write this, in our version of a

Canadian winter, the rains have returned and 

the temperatures have soared getting us back 

on our path to spring. 
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And just to dispel any myths that Victorians don’t

enjoy their winters, there was also lots of other

wild life on the trails too. Happy people, with big

smiles and cheerful greetings were out in droves

enjoying the outdoors and demonstrating their

expert winter skills, while they enjoyed our winter

beauty in true Canadian style.

My favourite discovery in the snow was this little guy. He was right in the

middle of the trail. He was busy tunnelling through the snow and wasn’t

even that frightened by approaching human footsteps. 

Probably because he was a wise mouse that knew people often drop

delicious seeds and grains on the trail when they come to feed the ducks.

He wasn’t going to let a little snow, that towered over him, stand in the way

of his supper.

Lets face it. I might be Canadian, but I’m also a

Vancouver Islander, so four days of winter is

about all I can handle!

Take care, Lenny


